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Each spring season a fresh crop of players and coaches graduate from our coach pitch division at Georgetown Youth 

Baseball Association and enter our kid pitch division.  After numerous seasons spent playing simulated baseball at the 6U 

and 8U level, expectations are typically high for players, parents, and coaches as real baseball finally arrives for another 

generation.   

But as the new season begins, reality quickly sets in.  Coaches inevitably start to sprout white hairs.  Parents begin to 

grind their teeth.  Player frustration rises.   Suddenly, all of the time spent on hitting drills and defensive preparation 

begins to seem unimportant as the realization sinks in that success in baseball depends upon a single position where all of 

the action begins: 

The Pitcher. 

Unfortunately, most young players are ill prepared to step onto the mound at the age of eight or nine years old.  The 

reason for their lack of readiness is simple:  the vast majority of young pitchers have not been taught the fundamental 

throwing mechanics necessary to consistently throw strikes. 

This booklet is intended to function as a guide to GYBA 6U-10U coaches and parents as they seek to help their players 

develop proper throwing mechanics.  It includes three foundational steps, training tips to enforce those steps, and then 

three simple drills that can be completed in regular fifteen minute sessions.  Each drill builds upon the next to create 



muscle memory and to reinforce the basic techniques necessary to throw a baseball accurately and with increasing 

velocity.  The booklet concludes with simple instructions on how to take these fundamental mechanics to the mound for 

the first season of 10U baseball. 

  



Step One 

The Grip 

 

 

 

The basic grip to ensure the straightest, surest flight of the baseball is a four-seam grip, pictured above.  Steve Ellis, 

former pitcher for the Chicago Cubs, describes the four seam grip as follows: 

“To grip the four seam fastball, place your index and middle fingertips directly on the perpendicular seam of the baseball. 

The "horseshoe seam" should face into your ring finger of your throwing hand (as shown in the picture on the left). I call 

it the horseshoe seam simply because the seam itself looks like the shape of a horseshoe. 

Next, place your thumb directly beneath the baseball, resting on the smooth leather (as shown in the picture on the right). 

Ideally, you should rest your thumb in the center of the horseshoe seam on the bottom part of the baseball. 

Grip this pitch softly, like an egg, in your fingertips. There should be a "gap" or space between the ball and your palm (as 

shown in the middle picture). This is the key to throwing a good, hard four-seam fastball with maximum backspin and 

velocity.” 

Training Tip 

All young players should practice finding a four seam grip on the ball by placing the ball in their glove and feeling for the 

seams without looking.  This is an easy exercise to perform while watching a baseball game on television or while just 

hanging out around the house.  Simply have the player feel for the “horseshoe.” 

Because young players have small hands, they often have trouble getting the thumb completely under the ball while 

maintaining contact with the fingers across the laces.  In these situations it is okay to allow the thumb to slide diagonally 

along the bottom portion of the seam.  However, the thumb should remain in contact with the seam and not end up on the 

side of the baseball. 

  



Step Two 

Take Away Position 
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The first step in developing good throwing mechanics involves moving the arm into the correct throwing position.  Too 

many GYBA players develop the habit beginning at the 6U level of taking the ball away and stopping somewhere near 

their ear, choosing a ball-forward facing, dart-style throwing motion.  While the dart-style throwing motion may produce 

short range accuracy, players who throw from their ear sacrifice velocity and quickly find themselves in trouble as the size 

of the field begins to increase at succeeding levels of play.  Once formed, this habit becomes increasingly hard to break. 

In the photo above, there are several things to observe about a correct takeaway position.  First, note the position of the 

throwing hand.  The ball is not forward facing, but rather faces away from the back of the thrower’s head.  Second, the 

throwing elbow is at shoulder heighth and the arm is extended as the pitcher reaches back, similar to drawing a bow.  And 

third, a straight line can be drawn across the shoulders from the elbow on the glove throwing hand to the elbow on the 

throwing hand.  This “T” shape formed by the thrower’s arms which align perpendicular to the body represents an ideal 

take away position.  The lead shoulder then becomes a “gun sight” for the thrower and is aimed squarely at the center of 

the target. 

Training Tip 

You can help your young player reach this position by having him simply stand sideways in front of you with the lead 

shoulder facing the center of your chest, feet a bit wider than shoulder width apart.  Have him hold the ball in the glove at 

the center of his chest and then take the ball out of the glove, turning his throwing hand into the facing away position as he 

“draws the bow” into a fully extended set.   

Check the position of the elbows and ensure a “T” is formed.  Once you have verified the correct position, have your 

player stand in front of a mirror and repeat the exercise again and again.  For all players 6U-10U this is an excellent and 

simple way to learn the proper takeaway position. 



Step 3 

Release Point and Follow Through 
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One of the most difficult things for a young thrower to master is how to find a consistent release point.  Even major league 

pitchers will sometimes struggle and a professional observer can often be overheard to comment, “He has lost his release 

point.” 

The throwing motion, which begins with the “drawing of the bow”, completes with the release of the ball and the follow 

through of the arm.  The release point arrives at the moment the arm reaches extension.  It is the “punch point” where 

momentum is fully transferred and all of the energy generated by the throwing motion is released into the ball at exactly 

the right moment such that the flight path is straight and true. 

I have found the easiest way to explain this all important release point to a young boy is by drawing a fighting analogy.  

(What healthy young male doesn’t enjoy a good fight between Spider-Man and an arch villian?)  Drawing a hand back to 

deliver a solid punch mimics the throwing motion well.  Release your punch too early or too late and you will miss your 

intended target.  But a punch released at the target’s chin will deliver a knockout blow.   

Of course, following through with the punch is also important as the shoulder drives the arm through, releasing the full 

force of the blow.   

Training Tip 

Stand in front of your player (at a distance beyond which his arm may reach you) and ask him to stand with his lead 

shoulder facing you, feet just wider than shoulder width apart.  Then ask him to draw his arm back into full extension until 

his hand is the away facing position.  (No ball is used in this exercise.)  

Ask the player bring his arm through to delivery and to close his hand into a fist as the hand reaches toward your 

chin.  Demonstrate what you mean by taking the player’s position first and delivering a punch in slow motion.  Then 



gradually speed up your arm, closing your open hand at the exact moment you reach the space in front of the chin.  (Be 

careful that you are far enough away!) 

The point where the hand snaps into a fist to deliver the blow is the release point.  This exercise can also be 

performed in front of a mirror where the player can see the exact point of his release. 

  



Drills 

Developing proper throwing mechanics can be accomplished by completing a short series of drills on a regular basis.  

These drills are simple and each one builds upon a key fundamental component of throwing mechanics.  Fifteen minutes 

of playing catch on a daily basis over a relatively short period of time will produce amazing results - if the drills are 

performed correctly - because the exercises are designed to reinforce the key aspects of proper throwing mechanics: 

1. Elbow position 

2. Proper takeaway 

3. Shoulder alignment to target 

4. Release point 

5. Follow through 

6. Velocity generation 

Drill One 

One Knee Short Toss 

This is a common warm-up drill you will see performed by players at all levels.  As with each of these drills, it requires 

two participants.  Both participants place one knee on the ground (left knee for right handers, right knee for left handers) 

while the opposite leg supports via a right angle to the ground.  Make sure the posture is good with the back straight and 

shoulders held high (no slumping.)  The recommended distance is twenty feet apart between throwers. 

Hold the throwing elbow high until a right angle is formed between the forearm and the 

shoulder.  Begin the drill by holding the ball in the forward facing position.   

While a proper takeaway entails moving the ball into the away facing position, for the initial 

purpose of this drill begin the throwing motion with the elbow even with the shoulder and the 

ball facing forward to emphasize where the elbow should be positioned in relationship to the 

shoulder. (Figure 1) 

After making several tosses from this position, begin taking the ball back behind the shoulder 

into the away facing position and then complete the throwing motion.   

Figure 2 

 

Figure 1 



NOTE:  During this portion of the drill, many players will begin to drop their elbow below the shoulder line.  When this 

happens, stop and go back to the first part of the drill to once again demonstrate the proper elbow position.  The cry of 

“keep that elbow up!” heard across baseball fields everywhere is in reference to this lazy tendency to drop the elbow 

below the shoulder line.  

The participant who receives the ball should hold his glove at the center of his chest as a target.  The thrower is always 

striving to hit “center mass” with his throws by focusing on his release point.  This drill reinforces: 

1. Elbow position 

2. Proper takeaway 

3. Release point 

 

  



Drill Two 

Slide Step Throw 

This drill is an excellent preparatory tool for young pitchers because it focuses on the position of the feet and the 

shoulders in relation to the target. 

Start by having the player stand sideways with the lead shoulder toward the target with his feet just 

wider than shoulder width apart.  The ball should be held in the throwing hand down to the side and 

the glove should be held to the other side. (Figure 3) The player should then come to a set 

position while taking in a deep breath and bringing the glove and ball together at the chest, and 

then exhaling and settling into the set position comfortably.  (Figure 4) 

Begin the throwing motion by separating the glove and the ball until 

the arms are in the “T” position, perpendicular to the body, with 

the ball moved to the away facing position.   

At delivery, the front foot slide steps forward and the thrower 

completes the throwing motion, hitting the release point by 

“punching” the receiving participant in the “chin” as the shoulder 

drives the follow through.  The throwing hand should finish down 

and outside the lead shoulder. (Figure 5) 

NOTE:  There is a tendency for young players to want to lift the 

lead leg like a pitcher during this drill.  Discourage this practice for now, focusing simply 

on sliding the lead foot forward with a soft step toward the target.    

Once again, the receiving participant should hold his glove at the center of the body, 

creating a clear shot at “center mass” for the thrower. 

This drill reinforces: 

1. Elbow position 

2. Proper takeaway 

3. Shoulder alignment to target 

4. Release point 

5. Follow through 

Figure 5 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 



Drill Three 

Long Toss Velocity Drill 

I firmly believe this is the one drill that is indispensable to developing velocity and accuracy for all young throwers 

because it combines all proper mechanical techniques into a single drill. The ideal distance for this drill is the distance 

between the bases at each level: 55 feet for 6U, 60 feet for 8U, and 65 feet for 10U. 

The thrower should stand facing the target with the feet just wider than shoulder width apart with 

the glove hand held to one side, the ball held to the other with the four seam grip.  (Figure 6) The 

throwing motion is accomplished through three footsteps, illustrated in Figures 7-9.  The first step 

forward is made with the foot on the glove hand side. (Figure 7) 

As the second foot (ball hand side) steps forward, the foot turns outward, allowing the shoulders 

to turn until the lead shoulder aligns with the target. (Figure 8) 

At this point, the thrower should be aligned to the target in the identical position presented in Drill 

Two.  

The throwing motion then begins identical to Drill Two as the thrower separates into the “T” and 

reaches back with the ball in the away facing position.   

The third step is made with the glove hand side foot again.  The foot slides forward as the thrower 

stretches into a long lean position and delivers the baseball with a solid “punch” release point.    

(Figure 9) 

 

 

 

NOTE:  This drill is designed to help the thrower learn to take the body from a forward facing fielding position and step 

into a well aligned throwing position with the lead shoulder aimed at the target.  The thrower will also learn to capitalize 

on the momentum generated by the body’s movement through the three footsteps resulting in increased velocity.  Shorter 

distances can be used until players develop the arm strength to complete the full distance.   

Figure 6 

Figure 7 Figure 8 Figure 9 



It is very important that participants in the drill focus not on throwing the ball to the glove; rather, they should focus on 

throwing the ball through the glove.  As time passes and velocity increases, the ball should move on a smooth, straight 

line without an arc.   

This drill reinforces: 

1. Elbow position 

2. Proper takeaway 

3. Shoulder alignment to target 

4. Release point 

5. Follow through 

6. Velocity generation 

  



Transitioning to the 10U Pitcher’s Mound at GYBA 
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Transitioning to the pitcher’s mound at GYBA can be a smooth task if players have been taught and have subsequently 

practiced proper throwing mechanics.  Because pitchers are not required to hold base runners at the 10U level at GYBA 

(stealing is not allowed until the ball reaches the plate) there is opportunity to spend these formative seasons developing 

proper pitching technique. 

The foundational pitching set up for young pitchers is the stretch position with the feet just 

wider than shoulder width apart and the lead shoulder facing the target.  This position 

promotes body stability and straight throwing lines while discouraging the sort of wobbling 

movements often produced by more elaborate wind up pitching motions.  (Figure 1) 

The approach to the stretch position is almost identical to the technique presented in Drill 2 the 

Slide Step, with one exception: the leg lift.  Start by having the player stand with the lead 

shoulder toward the target with his feet just wider than shoulder width apart.  The ball should 

be held in the throwing hand down to the side and the glove should be held to the other side.  

The player should then come to a set position with a deep breath while bringing the glove and 

ball together at the chest, and then exhaling to settle into a comfortable set position.  (The feet 

should remain outside the shoulders, far enough so that with a peek over the lead shoulder the 

front foot can be seen.) 

  

Figure 1  



The difference in delivery begins here.  Instead of sliding the foot forward, the pitcher should lift his lead leg in a straight 

line. (Figure 2) 

The throwing motion then begins once again by separating the glove and 

the ball until the arms are in the “T” position, perpendicular to the body, 

with the ball moved to the away facing position.   

At delivery, the pitcher should draw upon the velocity built through 

performing multiple sets of all three throwing mechanics drills over an 

extended period of time, generating power by beginning the throwing 

motion with the hips and driving through the delivery with the legs.  Note 

how the glove is drawn into the body, creating a leverage or “pull” effect 

as the pitcher draws toward the target. (Figure 3) 

 

Figure 3 

 

At the 10U level, pitching from the wind up is discouraged except for advanced pitching prospects (i.e. players who have 

devoted significant time to developing solid throwing mechanics.)  While players will normally experience a small jump 

in velocity from the wind up, the price paid in maintaining strike zone consistency is typically high.   

 

Final Words 

Baseball is a sport unlike any other.  Ted Williams, probably the greatest hitter to ever live, said that the hardest thing to 

do in all of sports is to hit a pitched baseball.  When you consider that the goal of a hitter is to hit a round ball with a 

rounded bat squarely, it is difficult to argue with his contention. 

However, while hitting is extremely difficult, it is important to remember that unless the ball is pitched over the plate, 

hitting the ball is a moot point (a truth that coaches and parents can painfully attest to after the first season of 10U 

baseball!)   

In real estate, the primary determining factor of value is location.  To emphasize this point, it is often said that the three 

most important components of real estate value are “location, location, location.”  Similarly, the ultimate measure of a 

pitcher’s value is control.  Since I began teaching my own son how to pitch, I have drilled him to remember the three most 

Figure 2 



important determinants of good pitching.  When asked, he faithfully recites, “Control, control, control.”  A pitcher with a 

100 mph fastball is ultimately useless to his team without control. 

For GYBA coaches and parents, the single most important aspect of teaching the game of baseball is ensuring the 

development of proper throwing mechanics.  Playing catch for fifteen minutes a day during the season while reinforcing 

the simple truths of throwing can make all of the difference in the world in helping your player develop velocity and 

control, the two greatest factors to ensuring success in youth baseball as a fielder and perhaps ultimately, as a pitcher. 

If you would like a demonstration of any of these drills, please do not hesitate to contact me.  I would be pleased to come 

to a team practice and demonstrate or meet with you privately. 

Randy Floyd  

Randy.Floyd@verizon.net 

(512) 809-7909 
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